
ReelPro 
Cassette

ReelPro 
Medium

ReelPro 
Cable Reel Plus

ReelPro 
Reel Plus

Small neat and compact 
this design fits firmly in the 
hand and offers comfort 
and ease of use. Available 
in 4-10 metre lengths.  

The external handle 
ensures that the weight of 
up to 20m of cable is easy 
to manage and ensures it 
is still easy to wind.

Solid base and triangle 
design ensures maximum 
strength and stability for 
carrying up to 20 and 25 
metres of cable.

Strong frame and flat 
base for sturdy use with 
a carry handle, making 
transporting the 25 
metres of cable easy.

1. The reinforced casing ensures the cable has better 
protection while in use, the ribs provide greater 
inflexibility improving impact resistance. 

2. High impact resistant material enables resistance 
against wear and tear.

3. Flame retardant self-extinguishing material.
4. Each product is individually tested to ensure 

compliance with the latest European standards; 
BSEN61242.

5. Markings are clear and easy to read, printed with 
indelible ink to deter the risk of rubbing off.

6. Fitted with a thermal cut out to prevent overheating.
7. Rotating turning handle for a better grip while wearing 

gloves.
8. The ventilated section ensures the reel is less prone to 

overheating if the cable isn’t unwound properly for the 
power drain.

9. Screw terminals enable the product to be re-wired if 
required.

10. Solid brass bars ensures a longer life and better 
contact reducing problems in use.

11. Tough plug to 1363/A – Rough usage.
12. Childproof shutters for protection
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Reasons to choose our Reel Pro’s 

Cable reels that work as hard as you do...
Our Uniquely designed and patented Reel Pro range is built to last and made from tough, impact resistant plastic.

The cassette reels feature friction free technology for easy wind and unwind use.

Larger reels benefit from a wider base for extra stability and cable guide system that allows left or right  
handed operation.

For the best power solutions available 
choose Reel Pro...

• Made from tough resilient plastic
• Incorporates 4 x 10A/13A sockets
• Patented technology ensures friction free  

winding for complete comfort and easy use
• High visibility yellow cable for use outdoors
• The compact design ensures it is  

easily transportable

• Thermal cutout prevents overloading
• Available in 4, 5, 8 and 10 metres
• 10 or 13 amp ratings 
• 10A has a maximum load  

unwound of 2400 watts
• 13A has a maximum load  

unwound of 3120 watts

Cable Length Amp Rating Number of Sockets Product Code

4m 13A 4 CP0413
5m 10A 4 CP0510
8m 13A 4 CP0813
10m 10A 4 CP1010

ReelPro Cassette 4m-10mSMJ

Feature
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